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Massive fraud confirmed by Audit of Arizona's Maricopa county. This was reported by The Arizona Republic,
a newspaper published in Phoenix and the largest newspaper in the State. Of course the newspaper casts
doubt, but you can read the actual report here and make your own conclusion.
It shows massive fraud in a state Joe Biden “won” by just 12,000 votes. The big numbers include 173,104
missing votes and 96,389 so-called “Ghost” votes. Keep in mind, the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors
ignored subpoenas and did not hand over all the data asked for by the AZ legislature running the audit. Will
Senator Mark Kelly be recalled? Will the 2020 Presidential Election in that state be decertified? Time will
tell.
There has been numerous articles throughout history that warns about mail in ballots that opens the door for
fraud and that concerns me the most with Canada's current election. I am concerned days after the election,
mail in ballots will appear that sway the results. For some reason they are allowing extra days to count mail
in ballots. Through out history we have been able to count ballots on election day. What is the
difference if it comes by mail or by person? Mail in will actually arrive way before polls close.
The Liberals who are in charge now, already got caught editing a video on opposition leader Erin O'toole.
While big social media might have been in favour of Joe Biden, I don't think they share that love for Trudeau.
I voted this weekend and what a circus. Took way too much time compared to the past. There was
about 5 or 6 in front of me and it took at least 45 minutes. It had nothing to do with Covid-19, other than they
maybe had too many people worried about it. There was 2 people outside, helping people in the right line for
their polling station. Then inside the door, 2 people checking your ID with your voters card. Now here is the
big delay, at the polling booth to get your ballot. Just one person, checks you ID and voters card. Then
scans through many pages to find you on the voters list and strokes you off. They then record several bits of
info on another sheet of paper. Struggle for a minute to tear a ballot off some circular tied batch of ballots
They hand you the ballot, you vote, return and they tear off an ID part of ballot and you put it in the box. The
next person can then start the process. They should have at least 2 people at this station (maybe can't
because of social distance?). They could also have more than one station for the busy stations and have
social distance. I hope it is not as bad everywhere and much improved on election day.
Are you vaccinated? Nobody has the right to pry into your private health, but government propaganda has
divided people into two groups. There is no such thing as anti vaxxers but this is being pushed hard in main
stream media. It has become a difficult topic in the real world with people. A short 1.5 minute video here on
dividing society in Australia, but same everywhere.
I have a solution that worked for me and will actually turn the tables on this BS anti vaxxer thing. On the
weekend I met a person I don't know well and had not met in over a year. When asked if I took the vaccine. I
said “no, I did not take the experimental shots, I am waiting for the approved one.” This person was
not vaccinated either and agreed on all points, however, many that took the shots will look at you strangely
and probably don't know these are experimental or the consequence. You can comment back looking
strangling at them. “What planet are you on, it is pretty clear in back and white on the Health Canada

web site. They list all the shots and tell you they are authorized for emergency use with an interim
order.” Furthermore, you could add – “Do you realize when you take these, you are agreeing to an
experimental treatment and wave all your rights should something go wrong.” And I know people that
it went badly wrong, well you can only say this based on your experience or say the VAERS reporting has
way too many deaths and serious injuries reported.
You do not have to provide them any detail, but they might be friends so here is the link on Health Canada
web site.
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/drugs-health-products/covid19-industry/drugs-vaccinestreatments/updated-requirements-drug-authorization-notice.html
Furthermore, Health Canada has not approved any vaccine. The Minister of Health-approved interim order
to import, sell and advertise drugs during COVID-19 took effect on September 16, 2020. This interim order,
known as ISAD IO, provided a temporary emergency authorization for COVID-19 drugs to address the
pandemic. This order runs out September 16th, I assume it will be renewed??

Canada Quick facts:
•
•
•
•

ALL COVID vaccines in Canada are approved for Interim Use Only, they are NOT approved by
Health Canada UNTIL the clinical trials are to be completed in 2023.
Vaccine manufacturers have held NO liability for injury or death for their vaccines in Canada.
More than a dozen countries have banned AstraZeneca jab, yet is approved in Canada.
The Canadian government is currently creating a compensation program specifically for the
AstraZeneca vaccine, even though they continue to administer it.

For people in the US and I have many subscribers there. You can say the same thing, but instead refer to
the FDA approval letter here. “What planet are you on, it is pretty clear in back and white on the FDA
Approval Letter. Comirnaty, the approved vaccine is NOT APPROVED for DISTRIBUTION AND SALE
yet and only experimental shots are available under emergency use authorization.
https://www.fda.gov/emergency-preparedness-and-response/coronavirus-disease-2019-covid-19/comirnatyand-pfizer-biontech-covid-19-vaccine.
This is a key statement in the approval letter. “ You may not distribute any lots of product until you

receive a notification of release from the Director, Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research
(CBER).”
I have commented before how the Pfizer Comirnaty vaccine that got part of it's FDA approval is not yet
available and might not be for quite a long time. Dr. David Martin expresses the same thing I did and
comments 'the FDA has approved a unicorn'.
There are a lot of people and groups fighting this mandated vaccine and they will all eventually win because
the law is clearly on their side with precedence set. You cannot mandate emergency use drugs. Furthermore
it is discrimination based on medical condition – no different than being in a wheel chair, blind or having
some disease.
A Toronto Sun Article points out a Police officer will not take the mandated shots. “I am not going to disclose
my vaccination status to the Toronto Police Service as my medical health is protected by privacy laws.” The
police service said in February medical decision is a freedom of choice.“What laws have changed between the
months of Feb. 2021 and Aug. of 2021 that would overrule this fact?” she asked in her letter in which she drew
attention to “medical freedom” and our “God-given inalienable rights.” 20 other officers are in this law suit.
She also had this message to the Chief: “I will hold you personally liable for any financial injury and/or loss

of my personal income and my ability to provide food and shelter for my family if you use coercion or
discrimination against me based on my decision to not participate in Toronto Police Service’s COVID-19
vaccination and testing mandates nor will I disclose my vaccination status to you.”

Sept. 4Th, a coalition of Oregon police officers and firefighters have sued Gov. Kate Brown over a COVID-19
vaccine mandate for state employees. If you don't believe it see the court document.
There are countless other examples, these are front line workers that probably know more facts than we
do. Police officers also know a bit about the law.
A hospital in rural New York state has announced it will stop delivering babies -- at least temporarily -- due to the
mass resignation of staff members who are protesting the state's COVID-19 vaccination mandate. Five

other departments at Lewis County General Hospital in Lowville also could face a pause in services due to
resignations, Lewis County Health System CEO Gerald Cayer said Friday, according to the Watertown Daily
Times.
There are many other examples and I wonder how many mandates will risk facing the courts. So far these
vaccine mandates are just talked about with future dates for actual implementation, see City of Ottawa
example. If there is one thing everyone should know by now, this main stream Covid-19 narrative keeps
changing. And that is because a liar needs new lies to try and cover up the last one.
Today, England backed down on vaccine passports. Vaccine passports will be kept 'in reserve', even though
they will not be introduced in England from next month as originally intended.
This whole vaccine thing is a learning curve and I just learned a whole lot more from this video
interview of Paul A Offit MD by Eric J Topol MD
Paul Offit is actually on the FDA advisory committee for the vaccines and sits in on all the hearings with Big
Pharma and such for the current Phase 3 trials. Here is a short BIO.

Paul Allan Offit (born 27 March 1951) is an American pediatrician specializing in infectious diseases,
vaccines, immunology, and virology. He is the co-inventor of a rotavirus vaccine. Offit is the Maurice R.
Hilleman Professor of Vaccinology, professor of pediatrics at the Perelman School of Medicine at the
University of Pennsylvania, former chief of the Division of Infectious Diseases (1992–2014), and the director
of the Vaccine Education Center at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. He has been a member of the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices. Offit is a board member
of Every Child By Two and a Founding Board Member of the Autism Science Foundation (ASF).
Here are some of the main points that struck me; ( my comments in red)

•

He talks about the current trails and at a presentation by Jackie Miller from Moderna, she was asked
- What is the attack rate where these studies are rolled out? It is only about 1%. ( this goes back to
my observations that the preliminary trials just looking at only 14 days of data means nothing. What
this 1% means, that for every 100 people in a trial, only 1 person is exposed to Covid-19 and
therefore only that person can be considered a relevant person to measure whether they became
infected, whether the vaccine worked, if they had the placebo, were they are infected? With this
knowledge, you need large numbers in trials over extended periods). Remember I calculated the
odds in Canada of having a positive PCR test within a year at 1 in 80 and in my area 1 in 142.
Moderna is experiencing 1 in 100.

•

He does not believe the Pfizer approved vaccine will hit the market for quite some time yet;

•

Offit mentioned the 1960s measles vaccines that caused more serious infection and death when

exposed to the disease later and he talked about Dangby vaccine where the same thing happened.
There is real risk of this with the current vaccines but not enough data yet to know either way;
•

The safety will not be well enough defined in the trials. It should not be recommended to those over
age 65 as they are most vulnerable to vaccine side effects with very little safety data and because
this age group is not in phase 3 trials;

•

Offit comments, the big question is when you know enough that the vaccine risk out weights the risk
of Covid-19 and they certainly don't know enough now;

•

Vaccines could actually increase the amount of carriers spreading Covid-19;

•

What keeps him up it night? is weighing the odds what is better between masks and social
distancing or taking the experimental shot. He goes with masks and social distancing;

•

Another key point – there is unrealistic expectations about vaccines.

•

He also speculates there is no way the US could roll out vaccines to more than 2/3rds the
population. (worldindata currently puts the US at 52.3% fully vaccinated)

Another thing I learned from numerous Doctors is that the reported vaccine effective rates are 90% plus
because they are using a relative risk number, the absolute risk number on effectiveness is less that 1%,
such as McCullough says below.
An interview of Dr. McCullough says the vaccine program should have been shut down by February 2021
because by January 22,202, 186 deaths had been reported after Covid-19 vaccination – more than enough
to reach the mortality signal of concern “ In November 2020, however, Pfizer, in a joint venture with

Germany-based BioNTech, announced that their mRNA-based injection was “more than 90% effective” in a
Phase 3 trial.3 This does not mean that 90% of people who get injected will be protected from COVID-19,
though, as it’s based on relative risk reduction (RRR).
The absolute risk reduction (ARR) for the jab is less than 1%. “Although the RRR considers only participants
who could benefit from the jab, the absolute risk reduction (ARR), which is the difference between attack
rates with and without a jab, considers the whole population. ARRs tend to be ignored because they give a
much less impressive effect size than RRRs,” researchers wrote in The Lancet Microbe in April 2021.4”
The LA Times reports that the Swine Flu Vaccine of 1970s was halted after just 25 deaths from the vaccine.
More than 500 people are thought to have developed Guillain -Barre syndrome after receiving the vaccine.
Bloomberg reports on a new study that shows people who previously recovered from Covid-19 have 13
times better immunity that those that take 2 doses of Pfizer-BioNtech.
The American Red Cross will not accept blood plasma donations from anyone who has received Covid-19
vaccines. You may donate other blood products but must bring in all of your Covid vaccination
documentation. I surmise this must be because of the blood clot risk associated with vaccines. Some risk
outlined here.
The Toronto Sun reported September 3rd about a report quietly released by Ontario Public Health. It reveals
over 200 hospitalizations for myocarditis, most cases under age 25. The real scary thing about this, that
is of August 7th, Canada just started injecting this age group in July and August so no doubt these
numbers will increase significantly. I could not find a graph for Ontario by age, but this one of Canada
should be about the same. Ontario Public Health shows a surge of injections in June and July for all ages

This is a very important chart for a couple reasons. I list below.

As you can see in the above chart, Canada had most of the elderly fully vaccinated by June. However we
were just hitting the 50% to 60% level in younger age groups in July and August.
That is why data shows most Covid-19 cases are unvaccinated. You also have to go 2 weeks after your 2nd
dose to be fully vaccinated.
It is the simple law of averages. If you give 100 kids ice cream cones on a hot day, say 60% vanilla and 40%
chocolate and then check their shirts or blouses when they are done, about 60% will be stained vanilla and
40% chocolate. That said, if you listen to the Covid propaganda they will tell you that Vanilla does not melt.
I will bet anyone $100 that by end of January, most Covid-19 cases, hospitalization and death in Canada will
be among the fully vaccinated. It could be in the US too, but their full vaccination rate is much lower, still just
53% so about half and half, could be same in hospitals.
This next chart comes from an article where Dr, Hans Kluge of World Health admits Covid jabs will not end
pandemic, earlier this year he said the pandemic would be over once 70% vaccination was hit. They will
just keep changing the story as each lie is uncovered.

I have been watching Israel and the UK because they had much quicker 2 dose roll outs. Canada is not
shown here but it would be similar to Denmark. We have just reached the point where Israel and the UK
were in March and June respectively. Both countries now show the majority of Covid-19 cases are
among the fully vaccinated. The same thing is going to happen here in Canada in the next few months,
mark my words. Maybe not quite as obvious in the US as they remain stuck just over 50% with 2 doses.
It is quite suspicious that the CDC as of May 1 2021, is not tracking vaccinated people who get Covid-19.
They are just tracking hospitalization and deaths of the vaccinated. As of August 30th, 12,908 fully
vaccinated people were hospitalized and of those 2,437 died. This is a scary number because 19% that
were fully vaccinated and went to hospital, ended up dead.
A University of California study yesterday revealed boys are six times more likely to hospitalized suffering
the side effect after two doses of the vaccine than be hospitalized if they catch the virus. See near bottom of
linked article.
I compared death rates in some Ontario health units to see how it compared to my area which is quite low
and so was North Bay. Is it harder for smaller communities to fake information? This is overall death rate
that is mostly in the elderly, over 60 and with underlying conditions.
London Public Health
My area – Kingston Health
Ottawa Public Health
North Bay Public Health
Toronto Public Health

1.8% death rate
0.3% death rate
2.1% death rate
1.2% death rate
2.1% death rate

With the interview with the nurse below, I looked more into this Delta Variant and it really is just an estimate.
There are actually very few tests for Delta Variant and only 3 labs in Canada equipped to do so that I could
find. Looking at London and Ottawa Public Health, Delta numbers are very low, like 5%, but according to
this Ontario Public Health report, they are around 95% of cases in August. Ontario is checking about 50% of
cases for a variant. I checked the Ontario Covid-19 latest summary for September 12th. This graph on
mutation is very interesting. Since late August it shows no mutations detected. Has the Delta variant

already run it's course? Ignore the last 3 bars on the chart as this is reporting lag, results not
confirmed.

On this chart and I stress this is official government stats from Pubic Health Ontario, the Delta variant
was starting to dissapear in August and by the end of August was pretty much completely gone.
Why is this not in the main stream media? Oh – it would not promote fear and experimental jabs.
It makes absolutely no sense about the current hysteria about this Delta Variant and vaccine mandates. In
Ontario looks like this cycle is peaking around 700 cases per day compared to around 4,000 in last 2 cycles.
However it is not the flu season yet.

The Delta Variant is Vaccine Injuries – Unbelievable but very very sadly probably true.

This Stew Peters guy gets some of the best experts on his show and now a nurse whistle blower from a
major US hospital. He asks piles of questions and does not leave a stone overturned.
This is mind blowing!!!!!!!!!!!!
The delta variant is the vaccine injuries?
https://populist.press/nurse-sounds-alarm-hospital-filling-up-with-vaccinated-vaccine-nightmare/?
utm_source=Populist&utm_medium=email&utm_content=subscriber_id:823206&utm_campaign=Day
%20163%20w1

Biden claimed, "My job as president is to protect all Americans. So tonight I'm announcing that the
Department of Labor is developing an emergency rule to require all employers with 100 or more employees
that together employ over 80 million workers to ensure their workforces are fully vaccinated or show a
negative test at least once a week. Some of the biggest companies are already requiring this United Airlines,
Disney, Tyson's Foods, even Fox News.
"The bottom line. We're going to protect vaccinated workers from unvaccinated coworkers," he said.
Did Biden just admit that the experimental vaccines don't work? Are these not suppose to protect from
Covid-19, what has unvaccinated got to do with anything. Evidence is very clear now that both vaccinated
and unvaccinated can carry the virus and spread it. It is why the CDC made an about face and is advising
fully vaccinated to where masks indoors. Remember and I cannot stress enough, these shots are a big
experiment and we have only been 6 or 7 months into this experiment and end results are simply
unknown. We will know a lot more early next year after the flu season peaks.
I had a few people from BC comment that it is all unvaccinated in the hospital, I responded to them
and it is the same in Ontario and else where, so I will copy that response here. This is how they twist
numbers for their own and inaccurate narrative.
This is the data at BC Public Health as of August 26th. They do about 3 updates per month on the BC data.

Their graph here shows Covid-19 cases by age and as always it is 19-39 year olds and next 40-59 with
most cases. This is because this age group is out and about the most, they have jobs to go to, visit with
more friends party etc. Like I always say, no rocket science here.

Now this is where you separate the fly shit from the pepper. Note above that the current wave started
middle to late July going up into August 24th, the data cut off. BC started injecting their older age group with
a 2nd dose in June. Younger ages starting in July. Remember, a person is not considered fully
vaccinated until 14 days after the 2nd dose.
Look at the charts below for the 18-29 and 30-39 age groups. From mid July to August 10th (latest date that
can be considered fully vaccinated) only between 20% and 40% would be fully vaccinated. Since the vast
majority were not fully vaccinated, 60% to 80% then of course there was more cases among
unvaccinated.
The 40 to 59 age groups were fully vaccinated a little sooner, maybe 30% to 45% by August 10th.
A better question to ask, is why are fully vaccinated cases rising, starting mid August, shown page 7 and
why are fully vaccinated cases already at 18% of all cases when the majority of people in that time period
were NOT fully vaccinated, page 16. There is a new September Summary that shows fully vaccinated
continue to rise form this August 26th report, to now at 20%.

I would bet $100 if we revisit this data in the next wave, probably December/January the majority of cases,
hospitalization and deaths will be fully vaccinated. And that is because the majority of people will be
considered fully vaccinated and simply put, the injections do not work. Israel has already proved that.
My daughter is an expert in land lords tenant act, but you should listen to this legal expert on vaccine and
mandates that she sent me. It is very long, but if you might face these mandates, you should no your rights,
you could get up to 2 years severance pay. Click on this link and then open after download
To view
it, click theRights
link below.
Employment
2021-09-13 18-57-55.mkv

Wake up Canadians, there is no vaccine mandate in Ontario, BC and Alberta, it is just a threat – SO FAR.
This lawyer only has jurisdictions on these 3 provinces, so can't speak to others but probably the same.
Some key points:

•

Employers can issue illegal mandates but damages are owed, You could get 24 months severance

•

Many human rights violations

•

You may refuse a covid test, and if you are let go, you can still get severance

•

Do I have to tell employer I have vaccine? Ontario safety and health act you do not have to say if
you have a vaccine. Employer may still let you go but you have legal recourse

•

Federal, Trudeau, says a vaccine mandate but not mandated yet , depending on election may never
be mandated

•

You will qualify for UI , but you will have to fight for it, like severance and you will get it. Never resign

•

Severance is age length of employment. Short service employee. Even a year can get big severance
or less, several months

•

No matter what it is probably a human rights violations

•

You have rights but after the fact

•

Employment law disputes usually end quickly, within a few months and don't go to court

•

Employer must pay for covid tests, but you have to seek compensation after you loose your job

•

Never disclose vaccine status, unless date/line drawn in sand

find them at employmentlawyer.ca
Watch this short interview on CTC News Very very important
And a 5 minute one on CTV News
And on a more fun note
How to speak Bidenese
And to be politically correct, one on Trump
Trumps Kung Foo Virus

